In recent years scholars have built maps of science by connecting the academic fields that cite each other, are cited together, or that cite a similar literature. But since scholars cannot always publish in the fields they cite, or that cite them, these science maps are only rough proxies for the potential of a scholar, organization, or country, to enter a new academic field. Here we use a large dataset of scholarly publications disambiguated at the individual level to create a map of science-or research space-where links connect pairs of fields based on the probability that an individual has published in both of them.
Introduction
Among women in the first marriage, 36% marry a scholar within the same field. Thus, the professional and social institutions where scholars are embedded 2 reduce the opportunity for scholars to develop the contacts, or skills; they need to enter "distant" academic fields. As a result, the diversification paths followed by individuals, organizations, and countries, are constrained by the homogeneity of the social networks of scholars and their professional institutions. These various constraints should be reflected in the structure of the network connecting related academic fields.
But the prevalence of researchers publishing in multiple academic fields is good news for those looking to either predict the evolution of research production, or evaluate the potential of an organization to enter a particular academic field. In fact, the overlapping participation of scholars in related disciplines tells us about the possible career paths of scholars. Moreover, since research organizations, and national research efforts, are composed of networks of scholars, the network of related academic disciplines should be predictive of the probability that a country or organization will enter a new academic field.
Here we leverage information on the observed career paths of more than two hundred thousand scholars to introduce the research space, a map connecting pairs of fields based on the probability that an author has published in both of them. We argue that this map captures implicit information about the skills, social networks, and institutions constraining the movement of scholars into different academic disciplines. We validate the predictive superiority of the research space by using Response Operator Characteristic curves (ROC curves) and show that the research space is a more accurate predictor of the future presence of an individual or organization in an academic field than citation based or knowledge flow science maps.
Mapping Science through Knowledge Flows and Career Paths
In recent decades bibliometricians, information scientists, sociologists, physicists, and computer scientists, have created maps of science connecting fields that either cite each other, or that cite similar literature [3] [4] [5] . These citation based maps of science, or knowledge flow maps, tell us if the knowledge developed in one field is used to produce knowledge in other fields. Ultimately, these maps help us categorize science and understand the trans-disciplinary impact of scholarly work.
Most knowledge flow science maps use one of three methods: co-citation, direct citations, or bibliographic coupling. Co-citation networks 4,6-8 connect academic disciplines by looking at the reference section of a paper and connecting the areas of the papers that appear in the same list of references (i.e. they connect papers A and B, if paper C cites both of them) (Figure 1 a) . Direct citation networks, on the other hand, 4, 5, 9 connect academic disciplines when a paper from one discipline cites a paper from another discipline ( Beyond citation-based maps, scholars have also used online searchers to connect academic disciplines. The Clickstream Science Map by 10 connects academic disciplines based on the probability that a scholar who searched for a paper from one field, also searched for a paper from another field. In spirit, the clickstream map is similar to the networks created from co-citations or bibliographic coupling because it also focuses on knowledge flows. Yet since online searches are a more common expression of interest in a topic than a formal citation (the latter requires the costly process of publication), efforts like clickstream help leverage new datasets that are more dynamic than those based on
citations.
But what are these science maps used for? A common use of knowledge flow maps is to categorize knowledge. The idea of knowledge categorization has a long tradition in bibliometrics, going back at least to the work of Paul Otlet, the creator of the Universal Decimal Classification, and Ramon Llull, the creator of the XIV century science tree.
This idea, however, continues to be influential in recent projects, such as the consensus Map of Science 11 or the UCSD Science Map and Classification System 3 . The UCSD science map has been used to construct a classification of 554 research areas that some university libraries now use to understand the research production of their scholars.
Another example of the use of science maps includes the cross-citation maps of Leydesdorff and Rafols 5 , who overlaid the research structure of universities 12 to contextualize a university's research output.
Science maps can also be powerful policy instruments. In a world where research budgets are constrained, and the probability of succeeding in a field is uncertain, science promotion agencies (like the N.S.F. in the U.S., the F.A.P.s in Brazil, or the C.N.R.S. in used to study the stability of industrial clusters 13 , and the labor mobility of displaced workers 14 . Labor flows among occupation have also been used to create online tools that help visualize the possible career paths of workers or the industrial evolution of cities 15 .
Here, we use the career trajectories of hundreds of thousands of scholars to create a map of science-or research space-to predict the future research output of countries, organizations, and individuals. We find that for the most disaggregate units (individuals and organizations) the research space is a more accurate predictor of the development of future research areas than knowledge flow based science maps.
Data & Methods

Data
Research maps where links connect areas sharing authors are uncommon because most datasets on research production are not properly disambiguated at the author level (i.e.
these datasets lack the ability to distinguish among authors with similar names). Here, we solve the disambiguation problem by looking only at data from authors who have created a profile in Google Scholar. We note that the Google Scholar dataset is not free of biases, as the adoption of Google Scholar is not uniform across academic fields, or age groups.
So we interpret our results in the narrow context of the data used to produce them. These results are applicable only to the career trajectories that are observable in Google Scholar.
We filter this dataset by focusing only on scholars with less than fifty publications in each year, because those with more than fifty publications tend to have many publications that are miss-assigned and are not theirs (see SM for more details). Our filtered dataset contains 329,334 authors who have authored a total of 6,124,436 publications indexed in 18,492 journals and proceedings between 1971 and 2014 (we note that in the introduction we have a smaller number of authors because there we considered only authors with at least ten papers that have received one citation).
We assign each publication to a research category based on the journal in which it was published using Scopus classification system provided by SCImago that includes 27 main areas of knowledge that are subdivided into 308 fine grained categories. In our dataset we use only the 290 categories for which at least one paper was found (For a complete list of categories see SM).
We also aggregate the author level data by identifying the organization (i.e. the university or research institution) and country where the scholar participates in. We first identify organizations by matching the verified email provided in the Google Scholar profile of the author, and then, assign organizations to countries according to the list of institutions provided by the Webometrics Ranking of World Universities 16 .
For comparisons we download the UCSD science map 3 , which is a citation based science map based on bibliographic coupling (Figure 1 c) available for download at:
http://sci.cns.iu.edu/ucsdmap/. When comparing with the UCSD science map we transform all of our papers to their classification, since in the same website, a one-way mapping from journals to their classification was available.
Constructing The Research Space
We begin the construction of our research space by defining the presence of a scientist s in academic field f. We define the presence of a scientist s in a field f at time T by taking the sum of the papers produced by scientist s in academic field f before time T, normalized by the number of co-authors she had on each paper p denoted by variable n p and the number of fields of the journal where the paper was published m p (since a single paper can be assigned to multiple categories depending on the journal). Formally we define the matrix X sf (T) as the summation over all papers p(s,f,T) produced by scientist s in field f before time T as:
) is an indicator of the presence of a scientist in a field that controls for the number of co-authors with which a scientists has published and the number of fields in which a journal is classified. We then discretize X sf (T) to remove scientists that have produced only a marginal contribution to field f (scientists that have only produced a small anecdotal participation in field f in an effort with many co-authors). We remove marginal contributions by creating the matrix P sf (T), which is equal to one if the output X sf (T) of scientist s in field f is larger than 0.1 (in a simple example for a scientist with only one paper in some field, 0.1 could represent a paper with other 9 co-authors (n p =10) in a journal indexed in only one field (m p =1); or a paper as solo author (n p =1) in a journal indexed in ten categories (m p =10)). Formally, P sf (T) is defined as:
We then calculate the number of authors that have participated in fields f and f' before time T by taking the inner product of P sf (T) with itself across all scientists. Formally, we define the matrix M ff' (T) as:
Finally, we define the proximity between fields f and f' denoted by variable !!! by taking the probability that a scientist with presence in field f' also has presence in field f:
is the total number of scientists that have presence in field f'. !! ! ( ) is the adjacency matrix representing the research space expressed by the career trajectory of scientists in our dataset observed up to time T.
We note that the structure of the research space is not sensitive to our choice of proximity measure. Cosine Similarity, Jaccard-Index, and Euclidean distances all lead to similar clusters of nodes and network structure (see supplementary material). to the total number of papers produced in that area (for papers with multiple categories, we distribute their contribution equally among all of the categories available). Since most proximities are larger than zero, we visualize the network using only the strongest links, which are the links in the Minimum Spanning Tree (MST) and the links for which the conditional probability of sharing authors is larger than 21.2% a threshold that allows to visualize a rich community structure. Furthermore, to simplify the visualization we take only the maximum of the probability between two areas, since the matrix of proximities is not symmetric (a similar visualization of the research space in SCImago classification is provided in the SM). Next, we compare the links in the research space with the UCSD bibliographic coupling science map using a scatter plot and a linear model (Figure 3) . Surprisingly, since we expect fields that share authors to cite each other, we find a relatively low correlation (R 2 = 0.001) between the links in both maps. For instance, the proximity among "Crustaceans" and "Marine Biology", or "Environmental Protection" and "Water Treatment" in the research space is high, while the volume of citations among both of these pairs of fields in the UCSD science map is low. Conversely, "Cross Disciplinary Studies" with "Ethics", or "Electrochemical Development" and "Metallurgy" are pairs of fields that often cite each other, but share a relatively small number of co-authors. This orthogonally between both maps tells us that predictions made with either of them will likely be dissimilar since the UCSD map is capturing the relatedness or knowledge flows between fields, and the research space is capturing the sharing capacities needed to produce science in different fields. 
Using the research space to predict future research output
We next use the research space to predict the future presence of an individual, organization, or country in a research field. To make these predictions we define five possible states for individuals, organizations, or countries in a research field. These states are: inactive, active, nascent, intermediate, and developed. To define these states we compare the presence of an individual, organization, or country (s), in a research field (f), with the presence that we expect from that individual, organization, or country, based on its effective number of papers X sf . If the effective number of papers produced by an individual, organization, or country (an entity s) in field f is larger than the effective number of papers we expected from an entity with that many total papers in that field, then we say that entity s is developed in the field f. Formally we define the level of development of an individual, organization, or country s in field f using the Revealed Comparative Advantage indicator 17 which is defined as:
The RCA and its normalized version, known in Scientometrics as the Activity Index (AI),
have been widely used to analyze the research output of countries [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] . Here, we use RCA sf to define the five discrete states that we use to characterize the diversification and evolution of the research output of individuals, organizations, and countries:
Inactive (with no papers in the field): 0 = RCA sf Active (with papers in the field): 0 < RCA sf Nascent (with a few papers in the field): 0 < RCA sf < 0.5
Intermediate (with less papers than expected in the field): 0.5 ≤ RCA sf < 1
Developed (with more papers than expected in the field):
We then predict the probability that individual, organization, or country, s will increase its level of development in field f by creating an indicator of the fraction of fields that are connected to field f and that are already developed by s. When we are evaluating transitions to a developed state (to RCA sf >1), we define U sf as a matrix that is equal to one when RCA sf ≥1 and 0 otherwise. When we are evaluating the transition from an inactive to an active state (from RCA sf =0 to RCA sf >0), we define U sf =1 when RCA sf ≥0.
Using the U matrix we define the density of entity s on field f (ω sf ), which is our estimator of the probability that entity s will increase its level of activity in field f as:
Finally, to predict a transition of entity in field f between a pair of states (i.e. from inactive to active), we look at all fields that are in the initial state (i.e. inactive) and sort them by density (ω sf ). The prediction is that the field with higher density will transition to a higher state of development (e.g. from inactive to active), before the fields with lower densities.
For the UCSD science map, we use the same algorithm, but replacing φ ff' and φ f'f by the links φ ff' between fields made available in 3 . The construction of the links of the UCSD science map is detailed in the supplementary material of 3 .
Results
We now use the methodology described above to predict the future presence of an individual, organization, or country, in a field that he or she has not participated in. To measure the accuracy of our predictions we use the area under the Response Operator
Characteristics curve (ROC curve). The ROC curve plots the true positive rate of a predictive algorithm (in the y-axis) against its false positive rate (x-axis). A random prediction, having the same rate of true positives and false positives, produces a ROC curve with an area of 0.5, so values between 0.5 and 1 represent the accuracy of the predictive method. The ROC curve is a standard statistic used to measure the accuracy of a predictive method and is related to the Mann-Whitney U-test, which measures the probability that a true positive is ranked above a false positive.
To make our predictions using the research space we construct our proximity matrix 
Discussion
Understanding the structure of research production is important for scientists, universities, and countries, to understand where they are and where they can go. In this paper we contributed to this literature by introducing the research space, a map of science where links connect pairs of fields if individual are likely to publish in both of them. We used the research space to predict changes in the level of development of individuals, organizations, and countries, for research fields, finding that the research space is a significantly more accurate predictor of the evolution of research output for fine-grained units (individuals and organizations), than the UCSD citation based science map. Both maps, however, are of comparable accuracy when predicting the evolution of the research output of countries, indicating that the research space is particularly relevant for evaluating the research output of individuals and organizations.
Still, there are many questions that this research leaves unanswered. One of these questions is the financial cost required to develop each particular research in an area.
Simple intuition tells us that the costs required to develop a field vary enormously for different areas of research. Some research fields require large infrastructure investments, like the advanced facilities needed to perform cutting edge work in biology or the accelerators and reactors needed to make progress on particle or plasma physics. Other areas of research, like data science or economics, can be stimulated by opening more positions for faculty, graduate students, and postdocs, since the infrastructure costs needed to perform research in these fields are modest compared to the ones needed to perform research in more capital intensive fields. In the future, a methodology to evaluate the potential of success of an individual or organization in a field, together with the costs needed to advance research in that direction, would help provide a tool that policy makers could use to strategize the development of research efforts. Our hope is that the methods advanced in this paper are a step in that direction.
